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and how much to the other it is not possible to say. However, there are certain facts that seem clearly to indicate the relative importance in this respect of the two sources. Thus the summer and winter gradients as given by Fig. 16 show a difference of temperature in the isothermal region of only about the amount that might be expected on the assumption that the temperature of the upper air is wholly dependent upon the radiation from the lower. That is to say, the seasonal temperatures of the lower atmosphere differ distinctly more than do those of the upper. It should be clearly kept in mind, too, that the particular seasonal gradients given in Fig. 16 were obtained at a latitude of, roughly, 50°, where the number of hours of summer and winter sunshine differ greatly, and therefore where the seasonal temperature of the isothermal region, if essentially determined by absorption of solar radiation, should differ somewhat correspondingly. But, as no such great difference in these temperatures exists, it would appear that the temperature of the isothermal region must be due chiefly to absorption of long wave-length radiation given off by the water vapor and other constituents of the atmosphere at lower levels, and to only a very minor degree to the absorption of solar radiation. Hence, as a first approximation, one may consider this radiation alone, and for the lower atmosphere as it actually exists substitute the radiationally equivalent black surface at the absolute temperature of 252°. Obviously, too, this surface, surrounding as it would the entire earth, could be regarded as horizontal and of infinite length and breadth, in comparison to any height attainable by sounding balloons, and therefore as giving radiation of equal intensity at all available altitudes.
Now consider two such surfaces, parallel and directly facing each other, at a distance apart small in comparison to their width, and having the absolute temperature Tz, and let an object of any kind whatever be placed at the center of the practically enclosed space. Obviously, according to the laws of radiation, the final temperature of the object in question will also be approximately T%. If, now, one of the parallel planes should be removed, the uncovered object would be in substantially the same situation, so far as exposure to radiation is concerned, as is the atmosphere of the isothermal region in its exposure to the radiation from the lower atmosphere. Of course, each particle of the upper air receives some radiation from the adjacent atmosphere, but this is small in comparison to that from below and may, therefore, provisionally be neglected. Hence the problem, as an approximation, is to find the final temperature to which an object, assumed infinitesimally small, to fit the case of a gas, will come when exposed to the radiation of a single black plane of infinite extent.
Now, whether between the parallel planes or facing but one, the object in question is in temperature equilibrium when, and only when,

